By start of 2018 and publication of the first issue of the magazine in the New Year, it is worth mentioning some noticeable things to you.

One of the crucial important features of the electrical journals and search engine is to provide ample opportunity for reading of articles by academic scientists. Actually, the importance of issue & volume used so as to publish articles is abolished, so some of the publishers have published articles accepted continually. JBPE has started following it in parallel with other scientific magazines in the world, as the first scientific magazine in the Middle East, so it has had online first part.

Publishing papers continuously tends to be advantages for readers, like having update articles that is of paramount importance to them. In addition, writers don't wait a long time so as to see the final format of their articles. But constrains on publishers to have issue and volume don't let them take advantages. Despite all the problems arising from sanction against Iran, we had DOI for articles in online first part in the last year, so accessing to the papers are certain to increase, however they haven't been assigned to the specific numbers. It is almost certain that Journal editorial board will publish papers continually after March.

Considering the importance of bringing in an innovative technology in part of the technical note, we are interested in making plans so as to add an intricate text and a possibility of adding videos as files.

In order to be in communication with magazine readers more than before, we have more ambitious plans like a prize will be awarded to a writer who gets the best feedbacks of readers, it is more than likely the talk about the winner article will be published. The main purpose of making changes is to increase the degree of interaction between JBPE and readers.

In the past, the printed special edition was published on occasion of International Day of Medical Physics, but this year the best articles that they are selected from seven years ago will be published then it will be sent to the writers.
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